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HIGGS BOSON IN MULTI-b-JETS FINAL STATESRECONSTRUCTION WITH FULL SIMULATIONOF ATLAS DETECTORMariusz Sapi«skiyH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Polandand Donatella CavalliPhysis Department, Milan University and INFNVia Celoria 16, I-20133 Milan, Italy(Reeived February 6, 2001)Channels with multi-b-jet �nal states are very important in the disov-ery strategies for the Higgs boson searh in ATLAS experiment at LHC.Exellent jets reonstrution e�ienies and mass resolution apability ofthe di-jet system are ruial aspets of the detetor performane for thesignal observability in these hannels. Full simulation and reonstrutionof the four representative hannels with b-jets in �nal states is disussed:WH , t�tH with H ! b�b and A ! Zh, H ! hh with h ! b�b. Thesehannels are used as benhmark ones to study the di�erent omplexity ofevents, level of ombinatorial bakground from signal itself and universal-ity of the algorithms used for jets reonstrution and energy alibration atthe wide range of energy/mass sales. Equivalently important aspet ofthis study is to verify appliability of the fast detetor simulation, basedon parametrisation of main features of the detetor, for studying signaland bakground rates for the above hannels. For that reason the detailedomparisons of the expeted e�ienies and aeptanes in full (based onGeant 3) and fast simulations are shown at the di�erent stages of the se-letion proedures. In general good agreement is found between resultsobtained in both approahes.PACS numbers: 14.65.Ha, 14.80.Bny Supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh grants2P03B11819 and 620/E-77/SPUB/CERN/P-03/DZ 2/99.(1317)



1318 M. Sapi«ski, D. Cavalli1. IntrodutionATLAS is a multi-purpose detetor designed for investigation of proton-proton ollisions at energy 14 TeV in enter of mass, at LHC aelerator [1℄.One of the main goals of the detetor is Higgs boson searh. Channels withmulti-b-jet �nal states seem to be very important for the searh for the Higgsboson both in Standard Model and its Supersymmetri extensions [1℄:� In the low mass range, below 130 GeV, disovery potential relays on thet�tH prodution. This hannel is equivalently performant for searhesof the Standard Model (SM) Higgs and of the lightest Higgs bosonin the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM). Seletionriteria require reonstrution of both top quarks, in the hadroni andleptoni deay mode. The signal evidene is expeted to show up as apeak in the mbb distribution of the spetator di-b-jet system. Just fouridenti�ed b-jets aompanied by an isolated lepton and di-jet systemonsistent with the hadroni W -boson deay are required in the �nalstate.� Muh less promising, but nevertheless used as a referene hannel foroptimizing detetor performane, is the WH prodution. Here, twob-jets from Higgs deay are required to be aompanied by the isolatedlepton from W -boson deay. This hannel is used as a benhmarkone for two mass values, mH = 100 GeV and mH = 400 GeV. Theseond mass point is not expeted to be aessible in WH prodution,however, both give good benhmark senario for studying in the widerange the jets transverse momenta, the energy/mass sale alibration,di-jets system resolution and b-tagging apability.� The A ! Zh, Z ! l+l�, h ! b�b, is promising for the MSSM Higgsboson disovery at low tan � and for masses below top-pair threshold(350 GeV). Here it is studied for the referene values of mA = 300GeV, mh = 80 GeV. Searh strategies require reonstruted Z ! `+`�deay and two b-tagged jets. Reonstrution of the h! b�b mass peakand A! Zh peak is ruial for the possible observability of this signal.� The H ! hh ! 4b is promising in the similar range of the MSSMparameter spae. Here it is studied for the same hoie of the Higgsboson masses: mH = 300 GeV and mh = 80 GeV. Searh strategiesrequire four b-tagged jets. Reonstrution of the double h! b�b deayand H ! hh peak is ruial for the possible observability of this signal.



Higgs Boson in Multi-b-Jets Final States Reonstrution with: : : 1319For all above hannels, in addition to the exellent b-tagging, the goodresolution of the reonstruted mass distribution is a key element for dis-overy of the Higgs boson. The expeted resolution and aeptane of theseletion riteria is studied here with the full and fast simulation of theATLAS detetor. The same physial events, generated with Pythia 5.7 [7℄,were used in both simulation hains to allow event-by-event omparison. Asthe above proesses represent di�erent levels of the omplexity of the eventstopology, mass of the resonanes and jets energy sale, all together theyform a representative sample for quantifying expeted performane of thedetetor. Suh omparison quali�es redibility of the bakground studiesdone in most ases with the fast simulation only.2. The WH ! l�b�b hannelThe H ! b�b deay mode is a dominant one for the Higgs masses belowmass of the W -boson pair, with a branhing ratio of � 90%. The observa-tion of this harateristi signature would be important for both the Higgsboson disovery and for the determination of the nature of any resonaneobserved in this mass region. The assoiated prodution with W or t�t pair,giving an isolated lepton as an additional signature remains as the only pos-sible prodution proess to observe the signal in the b�b deay mode abovethe huge QCD two-jet bakground. The Higgs boson signal might be justreonstruted as a peak in the invariant jet-jet mass spetrum of taggedb-jets.Prospets for the observability of the Higgs boson in the WH assoiatedprodution has been studied already for ATLAS TP [3℄, Physis TDR [1℄and [6℄. Reently this hannel has been disussed also in the ontext ofomparison between TeVatron and LHC physis potentials [4℄.Although the expeted sensitivity is rather weak for this hannel alone,it serves as an exellent benhmark proess for studying ATLAS detetorapability for b-jets tagging and di-b-jets system reonstrution.A sample of WH events was simulated with the full and fast simulationof the ATLAS detetor. Seletion riteria, foreseen by the searh strategies,require presene of an isolated lepton with pT > 20 GeV, two b-tagged jetswith pT > 15 GeV and veto on any additional jet in the full rapidity range.Table I shows sequential and umulative aeptanes of the above seletionriteria. In general good agreement, on the level of 15%, is found betweenresults obtained from both simulations streams.Figure 1 shows reonstruted peak in thembb distribution for events fromthe fast and full simulation passing seletion riteria as spei�ed in Table I.



1320 M. Sapi«ski, D. Cavalli TABLE IAeptanes of seletion riteria for WH , H ! b�b events with mH = 100 GeV,with the full and fast simulation of ATLAS detetor.Partial aept. Cumulative aept.Seletion full fast full fastnjet � 2 72% 70% 72% 70%2 b-jets (perfet b-tagging) 61% 62% 44% 43%1 lepton with pT > 20 GeV 66% 66% 29% 29%and j�j < 2:5Jet veto 56% 57% 16% 16%Mass window mbb = 100� 20 GeV 82% 86% 13% 15%
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0 50 100 150 200Fig. 1. The mbb distribution of di-b-jet system, reonstruted for events proessedwith fast simulation (left plot) and full simulation (right plot) of the detetor.The reonstruted peak position of the distribution reprodues the valueof the generated Higgs mass with preision of 3% 1. Results are very wellonsistent between the full and fast simulations of the detetor. This is a veryenouraging fat as the jet energy alibration onsists of two steps: alibra-tion on detetor e�ets (linearity, energy resolution, granularity, eletroninoise, non-ompensation of eletromagneti and hadroni alorimeters, et.)and alibration on physis e�ets (�nal state radiation, outside-one energyloss and loss from semileptoni deay) whih must be used even for a per-fet detetor. In both simulation the same physis alibration funtion wereused, what means that fast simulation parametrizes well the detetor e�ets.1 This result does not represent yet ultimate preision expeted for ATLAS detetor [1℄.



Higgs Boson in Multi-b-Jets Final States Reonstrution with: : : 1321The resolution from the full simulation is about 15% worse then theresolution from fast simulation, with only slightly higher fration of thenon-gaussian tail. Peak positions are di�erent by 1%. Within the mass win-dow of �20 GeV (that orresponds to �2�, assuming 10% mass resolution)umulative aeptane of 13% (resp. 15%) is ahieved with the full (resp.fast) simulation. These inlude aeptane for 2 b-labelled jets, isolatedsingle lepton 2, jet-veto and mass window.To simulate more realistially performane of the detetor an eletroninoise should be added to simulated energy deposition in eah ell of thealorimeter. This noise omes from 200000 hannels of eletromagnetialorimeter and it might spoil measurements of quantities, whih use infor-mation from many ells like jet energy and EmissT . In simulation parametrizednoise is added to eah ell with Gaussian distribution with �noise orrespond-ing to the harateristi of the eletronis. Afterwards only ells with energygreater than the threshold value, expressed in �noise, are ounted for the re-onstrution of the jet energies. For this simulation the ut on the ell energywas optimized at the level of 1�noise (see [12℄ for more detailed disussion).The Higgs boson will be not aessible in the assoiated WH produtionfor the mass of 400 GeV beause of very low branhing ratio. Nevertheless, itis used as the benhmark signature for studying reonstrution performanein the wider range of the energy/mass sale.
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1322 M. Sapi«ski, D. CavalliFig. 2 shows omparison of the distributions for the transverse momentaof the b-quarks from Higgs deay, pb�quarkT , and the one separation betweenpair of the b-quarks for the Higgs mass of 100 GeV and 400 GeV. Withthe Higgs mass inreasing from 100 GeV to 400 GeV the average transversemomentum of b-jets rises from 56 GeV to 136 GeV. The peak position ofthe distribution of the one separation of the pair of b-jets is shifted towardsbak-to-bak on�guration, from �Rbb = 2:7 to �Rbb = 3:0. TABLE IIAeptanes of seletion riteria for WH;H ! b�b events with mH = 400 GeV,with the full and fast simulation of ATLAS detetor. Compared is also aeptaneassuming a resolution � = 10% mH . Partial aept. Cumulative aept.Seletion full fast full fast2 b-jets (perfet b-tagging) 72% 78% 72% 78%Mass windowmbb = 400� 70 GeV (full) 70% � 50% �mbb = 400� 50 GeV (fast) � 75% � 58%mbb = 400� 80 GeV 76% 88% 55% 69%
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Fig. 3. The mbb distribution of di-b-jet system, reonstruted for events proessedwith fast simulation (left plot) and full simulation (right plot) of the detetor.With the same physis alibration as for the mH = 100 GeV ase, pre-ision on the reprodution of the invariant mass mbb peak position is betterthan 3% (see Fig. 3). The amount of tails outside the �2� window is of25-30% (see Table II). Reonstruted distributions are asymmetri and have



Higgs Boson in Multi-b-Jets Final States Reonstrution with: : : 1323large tails for low mass values due to �nal state radiation, and this e�et anbe partially orreted by adding so alled �neighbour� jets in a one aboutp(��2 +��2) = 0:9 around. Expeted mbb resolution is better then 10%of the mass of the Higgs, ie. about 25 GeV (resp. 33 GeV) for the fast (resp.full simulation ase). In �2� GeV mass window about 75% of events fromthe fast simulation and about 70% from the full simulation are aepted. In�80 GeV mass window the aeptanes are 88% (resp.78%) for fast (resp.full) simulation. 3. The t�tH hannelProspets for the observability of the Higgs boson in the t�tH assoiatedprodution has been studied in [9℄. The analysis was reently ompleted bythe disussion of the bakground estimation based on the parton shower andmatrix element alulations [13℄. The expeted sensitivity is very promisingat LHC: above 5� for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 for this hannelalone and Higgs mass below 120 GeV.The seletion proedure is rather ompliated. It requires four b-taggedjets (from top-quarks and Higgs deay) aompanied by an isolated leptonand di-jet pair onsistent with the mass of W -boson. Both semileptoniand hadroni deays of top-quarks are required to be fully reonstruted.Evidene of the Higgs boson is searhed for as a peak in the mbb spetrumof remaining b-quarks.Sequential steps of the seletion proedure are following [9℄:� Require at least 6 reonstruted jets in rapidity range j�j < 2:5 withpT > 20 GeV, four of them identi�ed as b-jets. They have to beaompanied by isolated lepton with pT > 20 GeV.� Require that exists solution for the W ! `� mass equation whih al-lows to reonstrut semileptoni W deay (longitudinal momentum ofneutrino alulated from transverse missing energy). In both simula-tion streams only information from fast reonstrution is used.� Require that exists di-jet system of the non-b-tagged jets onsistentwith the W -boson hadroni deay (Fig. 4).� Optimize mathing of the b-jets with the existing ombinations of theW ! jj and W ! `� and realibrating mjj to W -mass.� Require both top-quarks being reonstruted inside the respetive masswindows (Fig. 6 and Fig. 5).� Reonstruted mass of the remaining pair of b-jets in the mass window(Fig. 7).



1324 M. Sapi«ski, D. CavalliTable III ollets partial and umulative aeptanes of the seletionproedure. In total, fast simulation gives aeptanes being 5%-10% higher.Obtained resolutions for top-pair reonstrution are in both, hadroni andleptoni modes, on the level of 5% mt. This is understandable, as the bestombinations with two out of four b-jets is always searhed for. As the dom-inant bakground to this hannel is the t�tjj prodution, similar resolutionsare expeted also for the reonstrution of the bakground events.TABLE IIIAeptanes of seletion riteria for t�tH , H ! b�b events with mH = 100 GeV, withthe full and fast simulation of the ATLAS detetor.Partial aept. Cumulative aept.Seletion full fast full fastnjet � 6 37% 37% 37% 37%4 b-jets (perfet b-tagging) 49% 47% 18% 17%1 isolated lepton 84% 84% 15% 14%Solution for W ! `� exists 64% 65% 9.6% 9.1%2 jets in mass windowmjj = 80� 30 GeV 70% 71% 6.8% 6.5%Both tops in mass windowml�b = 175� 15 GeV (full)and 59% � 4.0% �mjjb = 175� 17 GeV (full)ml�b = 175� 16 GeV (fast)and � 62% � 4.0%mjjb = 175� 17 GeV (fast) �ml�b;mjjb = 175� 18 GeV 65% 66% 4.5% 4.4%the other 2 b-jets in mass windowmbb = 100� 30 GeVwith �2� window for tops 57% 60% 2.3% 2.4%with �18 GeV window for tops 59% 61% 2.6% 2.6%2 b-jets in mass windowmbb = 100� 40 GeVwith �2� window for tops 63% 68% 2.5% 2.8%with �18 GeV window for tops 64% 68% 2.9% 3.0%The di�erene less than 10% in the estimated total e�ieny still in-diates good agreement between full and fast simulations. The amount ofexpeted tails is systematially only by 3% to 10% worse with the full sim-ulation for eah of the reonstruted resonanes.



Higgs Boson in Multi-b-Jets Final States Reonstrution with: : : 1325A similar lost in aeptane should be observed for the top-pair reon-strution with the full simulation of the t�t bakground whih is dominantbakground to disussed signal. These would lead to the signi�ane (S=pB)being lower only by 5% if estimated with the full simulation.From Table III and �gures 4�7 one an see that fast and full simulationlead to results agreeing within 10% in sense of aeptanes and mass reso-lutions. This is very enouraging taking into aount ompliated topologyof this hannel and several steps of the reonstrution proedure.
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0 100 200 300 400Fig. 7. Mass distributions of the di-b-jet system of the remaining two b-jets. Resultsfrom the full simulation (left) and fast simulation (right) are shown.4. The A! Zh hannelThe A ! Zh ! 2`2b is promising for the MSSM senario with smalltan � and Higgs mass below threshold for the A ! t�t deay. Here it isstudied for the following values of the Higgs boson masses: mA = 300 GeVand mh = 80 GeV. Searh strategies require reonstrution of the Z-bosonleptoni deay, two b-tagged jets, reonstrution of the h! b�b and A! Zhdeays. Dominant bakground for this hannel is Zb�b and other ontributingbakgrounds are ZZ, Zjj and t�t.In the presented analysis leptoni deay of Z-boson is reonstruted onlywith the fast simulation of the detetor. Resolution obtained from the fast



Higgs Boson in Multi-b-Jets Final States Reonstrution with: : : 1327simulation for Z ! `` hannel agrees well with the one expeted from the fullsimulation of the detetor [1℄ . Therefore results obtained on the reonstru-tion of the resonant m``bb distribution with this mixed full/fast reonstru-tion should be very lose to the one expeted with the full reonstrutiononly.The following seletion, with aeptanes shown in Table IV, is expeted:� Reonstruted Z-boson leptoni deay from two isolated lepton withpT > 20 GeV.� At least two jets, reonstruted with pT > 15 GeV and identi�ed asb-jets.� The mass of the bb pair within mass window mbb = mh � 18 GeV forfast simulation and full simulation.� The m``bb invariant mass within mass window m``bb = mA � 20 GeV,after applying the h-boson mass onstraint to pair of b-tagged jets,and Z-boson mass onstraint to pair of eletrons. TABLE IVAeptanes of seletion riteria for A ! Zh with h ! b�b and Z ! `+`� events,with the full and fast simulation of ATLAS detetor.Partial aept. Cumulative aept.Seletion full fast full fast2 b-jets (perfet b-tagging) 55% 58% 55% 58%2 isolated eletrons with pT > 20 GeV 79% 79% 43% 46%bb-pair in mass windowmbb = 80 � 18 GeV 86% 88% 37% 40%`+`� - pair in mass windowm`` = 91:2� 6 GeV 81% 81% 30% 33%mllbb with mh mass onstraintmllbb = 300� 20 GeV 82% 83% 25% 27%mllbb with mh and mZ mass onstraintsmllbb = 300� 20 GeV 80% 82% 24% 27%Table IV shows very good agreement between aeptanes obtained withboth simulation hains. The expeted resolutions are below 10% of the massof the reonstruted resonanes h! bb and A! Zh! llbb.Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show mbb and mllbb distributions in fast and full simu-lation for reonstruted angle and jet energies 3.3 PYTHIA 5.7 whih was used to generate this hannel, produe A-bosons with a longtail for high values of massmA. A ut on generated A-boson mass lower than 320 GeVwas applied.
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200 250 300 350 400Fig. 9. The same as Fig. 8 but with the full simulation.5. The H ! hh hannelThe H ! hh ! 4b is promising for the MSSM senario with smalltan � and Higgs mass below threshold for H ! t�t deay. Here it is studiedfor the following values of the Higgs boson masses: mH = 300 GeV andmh = 80 GeV. Searh strategies require four b-tagged jets; reonstrution ofthe double h ! b�b deay and reonstrution of the H ! hh deay. The jetspetrum in this hannel is relatively hard, with an average pT of 100 GeVfor the hardest and 36 GeV for the fourth jet. As the dominant bakgroundomes from ontinuum QCD multi-b-jet prodution, optimized resolutionof the resonant peaks (in mbb and mbbbb distributions) and relatively highthreshold on the reonstruted jets are the only handles to suppress thisbakground 4:4 For the analysis presented here we adopt thresholds whih are lower than the onesforeseen by the present LVL1 trigger menu.



Higgs Boson in Multi-b-Jets Final States Reonstrution with: : : 1329The following seletion is foreseen:� At least four jets, reonstruted with pT > 30 GeV and identi�ed asb-jets.� The best ombination of two pairs of b-tagged jets to have a pairof invariant mass within mass window mbb = mh � 2� GeV, where� = 7:8 GeV for fast simulation and 8:9 GeV for full one.� The mbbbb invariant mass within mass window mbbbb = mH � 26 GeV,after applying the h-boson mass onstraint to both pairs of b-taggedjets.Aeptanes of these uts are olleted in Table V. TABLE VAeptanes of seletion riteria for H ! hh with both h ! b�b events, with thefull and fast simulation of ATLAS detetor.Partial aept. Cumulative aept.Seletion full fast full fast4 b-jets (perfet b-tagging) 14% 13% 14% 13%(with pT > 30 GeV and j�j < 2:5)Both pairs in mass windowmbb = 80� 2� GeV 67% 65% 9.4% 8.5%(� values in text)4 b system in mass windowmbbbb = 300� 26 GeV 79% 77% 7.5% 6.5%
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200 250 300 350 400 450Fig. 11. The same as Fig. 10 but with the full simulation.In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 one an seembb and mbbbb distributions for full andfast simulations. Also in this omparison both simulation streams agree verywell; the largest di�erene in umulative aeptane and width of h ! b�bresonane, does not extend 15%.6. ConlusionsSeveral hannels from the Higgs searhes senarios with multi-b-jet �nalstate were studied with the fast and full simulations. They represent arih sample of events with di�erent energy/mass sales and omplexity oftopology.In general good agreement between results from the full and fast simula-tion was found on the expeted resolution for reonstrution of the resonantpeaks and the overall aeptanes. It was shown also that the proposedalibration algorithm for the detetor and physis e�ets works well in thelarge range of the jets energy sale.With the �nal estimates, agreement better then 3% on the reonstrutedposition of the resonane was ahievable in the mass range 100�400 GeV. Upto 10% agreement was also found on the level of expeted tails for eah of thereonstruted resonanes. In the most ompliated but most promising aseof t�tH reonstrution, �nal aeptane was lower by less then 10% only bythe end of the seletion with the full simulation of the detetor with respetto the one ahieved on the fast simulation level.
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